LUAU ENTERTAINMENT

GROUP RATES

FLOOR SHOW WITH LIVE MUSIC

RATES

The floor shows are accompanied by Polynesian musicians,
drummers and an emcee. The shows are approximately 45–50
minutes in length and consist of songs and dances from French
Polynesia (Tahiti), Hawaii, Samoa, and Aotearoa (New Zealand).
Performers have many costume changes to reflect the different
areas of Polynesia. There is an audience participation section
where your guests become part of the show. The exciting
fire knife dance of Samoa can also be added.

Polynesian Musicians, Drummers,
Four Dancers & an Emcee

FLOOR SHOW WITH PRE-RECORDED MUSIC

RATES

These shows are accompanied by pre-recorded Polynesian
music, live drumming and an emcee. The shows are
approximately 35 minutes in length and consist of dances from
the South Pacific, including costume changes and audience
participation. A fire knife dancer can be added to this show.

Drummers, Four Dancers & an Emcee

PRE-RECORDED MUSIC / NO DRUMMERS

RATES

Shows are performed entirely to pre-recorded music with an
emcee included. The shows are approximately 25–30 minutes
in length and consist of dances from the South Pacific, including
minimal costume changes and audience participation. A fire
knife dancer cannot be added to this performance.

Three Dancers and an Emcee

ADD-ONS

RATES

Lei Greeter: Welcome guests with a fresh or silk lei

Rate is per greeter/per hour

$125/HR

Fresh Flower Lei Making Demonstration and Instruction

Hourly cost for instructor + supplies

$150/HR

Hula Lessons for Your Guests: Our dancers can teach
some basic moves and a brief routine to your guests.

Rate per hour/per instructor

$125/HR

Add an Additional Dancer

$1,650
$100/Each
$250

Add Fire Knife Performance

$250/HR

Add Additional Live Music

Add an Additional Dancer

$100/Each
$250

Add Fire Knife Performance

Add an Additional Dancer

$1000

$600
$100/Each

* Prices subject to change.
Leis supplied by you or dance company, supply costs vary.
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